Diffusion-in-gel thin layer immunoassay (DIG-TIA): optimal conditions for quantitation of antibodies.
A new technique for the quantitation of antigen-antibody reactions, diffusion-in-gel thin layer immunoassay (DIG-TIA), has been developed. The principle of DIG-TIA is that antibodies are allowed to form a concentration gradient by radial diffusion in an agar gel poured on top of an antigen-coated plastic surface. After removal of the gel and visualisation by means of condensation of water vapour on the plastic surface, the antigen-antibody reactions appear as zones of increased wettability. The concentration of antigen used for coating, pH of the agar, incorporation of Tween 20 in the agar, size of diffusion basins, time of diffusion, and reinforcement by anti-immunoglobulin have been studied with regard to their influence on sensitivity and precision in the detection of antibodies with DIG-TIA. A photographic technique for permanent recording of wettability patterns is also described.